
The Thurston Highschool Shooting was Fake

by Miles Mathis

First published April 5, 2024                Just my opinion, as usual, based on the easy internet research I did below

I just discovered this one today.  As you see, there were flowers and balloons, so it must have been
real!

I got into it sideways, when a reader wrote in today asking me to comment on Agent131711's substack
article of today on the dinosaur hoax.  I don't wish to comment on it, since I said all I wanted to
recently on that subject (in the Darwin series), though I will say more on my own time and terms.  My
reply to my reader was that we seem to have all we need in the byline: Agent tells us he is an agent, so
why not take him at his word?  Do you want to get your analysis from an admitted agent?  I don't.  

That said, I did take a quick look to see if this Agent was selling Flat Earth or something like that,
which would be the next best way to peg him.  I didn't find that, but I did discover this guy is a pretty
entertaining writer.  Good enough to pull me in for a little while.  So he is dangerous.  I read his
analysis of Hawaii, which was well written but not good research.  His is trying to misdirect you into
the theory that Smart meters caused the fires, so he is selling the fires as real.  Not a good sign as you
will see, since he tends to do that.  He pretends to be way down the rabbit hole, but like Dave
McGowan it never seems to occur to him that these events might be faked from the center of the Earth
on up.  Maybe this is where Dave ended up? 

In Hawaii he completely failed to notice all the published images were CGI.  He also didn't mention the
event was run by the same bozo that ran the fake shooting in Las Vegas, although that is a primary
clue.  

The next thing I looked at was his two articles about pre-Columbine shootings, where he promises big
things but then puts everything behind a paywall.  No thanks.  Do I put anything behind a paywall,
telling you I am doing it to keep the spooks out?  No.  You can't keep spooks out with a paywall.  He
does publish the first page on each one, though, where he admits he will not be arguing the shootings



never happened. He says they did happen, which is funny because it took me about five minutes to
conclude they didn't.   

We start, as usual, by checking Wikipedia for the outline, where we find that the Thurston Highschool
Shooting of 1998 was in Springfield, Oregon, with the shooter being Kipland Phillip Kinkel, who
allegedly killed four including his parents.  Then we do what Agent should have done first but
apparently never got around to doing: a people search on this Kipland Kinkel, who is now 41 and
allegedly serving 111 years in Salem, Oregon. 111 years?  Why 111 years?  I think you know.
Surprise, the big computers at Intelius and Instantcheckmate not only don't know he is in jail in Salem,
they have never heard of him.  They do have listings for his parents William and Faith, 85 and 82, but
neither of them have a Kipland on their relatives lists.  Plus, the name in the Kinkel family is Philip, not
Phillip, so we already know the mainstream fudged his middle name for some reason.  I know that
because William's middle name is Philip, and both William and Faith have a Philip on their lists.  But
he is 87, so we know he isn't Kipland.  This Philip has only one location: Eugene.  All these people also
list a Mary Kinkel of Menlo Park, CA, but she is 97.  There is a Mary Kinkel at Findagrave who died at
age 94 in Maryland, and she is nee Spencer, also related to Bennett, Holloway, Fawcett, Sidwell, Hart,
and Ogden.  In other words, the usual suspects.  

Just so you know, the Vice Chancellor of Germany under Helmut Kohl (1993 to 1998, during our
event) was Klaus Kinkel.  He was previously the head of the BND, which is like being head of the CIA.
Just a coincidence, I'm sure.  

Also see early fake Communist Gottfried Kinkel, who started the red rag Bonner Zeitung in 1848, on
the ground floor of Marxism.  He was another obvious agent, like Klaus from the German CIA, since
he was allegedly personally sentenced by Kaiser Frederick William IV to a life sentence spinning wool
with a shaved head, but escaped Spandau prison and made it to freedom in England.  There he joined
the Karl Schapper group which had been assigned the fracturing of the Communist League.  He now
has a memorial statue in Bonn.

Who knows why I purpled Schapper?  Anyone?  Because Gottfried Schapper was a pal of Goring, and
he is the one who invented the German Intelligence Agency in 1933.  He was head of the RLM from
1943-45.      

Returning to the parents William and Faith, I point out the computer doesn't know they died in 1998,
since it is still aging them.  It thinks they are still alive, probably because there are no death records for
them.  Plus, they are quite old, and doing the math we see they would have been 44 and 41 at the birth
of Kipland.  That is pretty unlikely.  We can also check Faith's maiden name, given as Zuranski at
Wikipedia.  But the computer has no listing for any Faith Zuranski in the US.  Also not found under
Zuraski, Zurawski, or Zuransky.  If Wiki knows her maiden name, the big people-search computers
should also know it.  

We also find a Kenneth Stanley Kinkel, 80, on a search for William, since Ken also comes from
Eugene.  And guess what, he also has Littleton, CO, on his list.  Remember how we got here?  Agent
was telling us this event presaged the Columbine event, which was in . . .  Littleton.   

They have created Findagrave pages for the parents, but they too are full of huge red flags.  Here are
the pics of Faith and William that their pages leads with:



Obviously computer generated.  Anyone can spot that.  Compare that photo of William to the one they
used to lead with in this story:

A ringer for Jackson Pollock, and that's because all these people are Jewish, as usual.  The name
Zuranski should have told you that, if Kinkel didn't.  But do you see a little technical mismatch in those
two photos?  He has allegedly been dead for 25 years, but somehow they dug up a new professional
studio photo of him?  And notice how blurry his neck and collar are in the second one.  How can his
face be in tight focus and his collar be blurry?  There is no f-stop setting that would create that
naturally.  But computers don't know about things like f-stops, since they don't need them.  

Here's another one up at Findagrave of them together:



Oh. . . my. . . God!  How fake is that?  How many errors can you spot?  One, her head is too big.  Two,
they are obviously pasted in that background.  Three, we again have focus errors, most noticeably on
his shirt, which is way out of focus compared to his nose.  Four, speaking of that nose, it is suddenly
way bigger compared to the previous “photo”.  

  
They really expect us to believe that is the same guy?  

Faith's father is given as Henry Zuranski of Brook Park, OH, but her mother is scrubbed at Findagrave.
Henry is also scrubbed.   

And it is also worth mentioning that no headstones are pictured at Findagrave for Faith and William,
though that is the whole point of the site, hence the name.  They are said to be buried in Sunset Hills
Cemetery in Eugene, marked by a “cenotaph by tree”.  So that's super-weird as well.  In case you don't
know, a cenotaph is “an empty tomb or a monument erected in honour of a person or group of people

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monument


whose remains are elsewhere”.  So it is admitted their bodies aren't there.  So where are they?    

Returning to Wiki, we find that William, the father, had taught Spanish at Thurston Highschool.  He
retired in 1995.  Allowing us to do more math.  He retired at age 56?   Well, of course, public school
teachers make so much money they can retire nine years early.  

After killing his parents, Kipland spent the night in the house with their dead bodies on the floor.  

Throughout the next morning, Kinkel repeatedly played a recording of "Liebestod", the fnal
dramatic aria from Wagner's opera Tristan und Isolde, on the family's sound system.[1]
[16] The recording was featured in Romeo + Juliet and included on the flm's soundtrack.
When police arrived at the house, they found "opera music" from the soundtrack playing
loudly with the CD player set to continuous play.
 
Yeah, I'm sure that happened.  Does that sound like a Langley script or what?  These guys just can't
help themselves. 

The weapons he allegedly used are another Langley joke.  He was famous for being the first to use an
automatic rifle in one of these shootings, but it turns out it was a Ruger .22.  A target rifle.  No one
goes people hunting with a .22.  One of his pistols was also a target .22.  We are told he walked into the
school carrying that rifle and two pistols under his trenchcoat, along with 1127 rounds of ammo.  That's
around a hundred clips, depending on his mix, which is just a tad excessive.  He was carrying about 50
pounds of hardware, so I guess he wasn't planning to do cartwheels like Keanu Reeves in The Matrix.  

Then there is this little problem: His father was a retired pubic school teacher, as we have already
established, so it is not clear how his son could afford 1127 rounds of ammo.  I guess we are supposed
to think he stole it from his father, who had an unlocked cabinet with infinite amounts of ammunition.
But by 15 Kipland was already supposed to have been a known nutcase, in therapy for anger
management, in special education classes, already caught with gasoline bombs, known to have given a
“how to make bombs” lecture to his speech class, called psychotic by classmates, a fan of Marilyn
Manson, and hearing voices in his head.  So do you really think his well-educated parents are going to
keep large amounts of ammunition where Kipland can get to it?  They are going to supply this kid with
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guns and ammo?  Check out this sentence still published at Wiki:

William initially wanted to discourage his son from violence, but later enrolled Kip in gun safety courses,
buying him a 9mm Glock handgun and eventually a .22 caliber rifle at the age of 15.[1] He also passed
down a .22 single-shot rifle he had received at age 12 to his son. Faith initially disapproved of the
purchases but relented when his psychologist "gave her emotional permission to say yes." 

Is that right?  So let me see if I have this straight: this psychologist is encouraging the parents to supply
their depressed and angry son, who is hearing violent voices in his head, with guns?  Makes sense to
me, boss.  

So this one is already in the can.  It is just the worst fake ever.  But Agent couldn't spot that in his
research?  According to him this one is strange, but it really happened.  People were killed.  Killed by a
CGI ghost rising from a cenotaph, I guess.
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